An in vivo transposase-catalyzed single-stranded DNA circularization reaction.
Expression of the bacterial insertion sequence IS911 transposase in vivo leads to excision and circularization of IS911-based transposons. We show here that transposase produces an unusual molecular form generated by single-strand cleavage, transfer, and ligation of one end of the element to the opposite end. When the transposon is carried by a circular plasmid, this results in the formation of a "figure-eight" molecule in which a single strand of the transposon is circularized while the corresponding strand of the vector backbone retains a single-strand interruption at this position. The results show that a 3' end of the transposon is transferred to the opposite target end. Transposase is therefore capable of introducing single-strand cleavages at the ends of the element, an activity similar to that of retroviral integrases with which it shares significant similarities in amino acid sequence. Kinetic studies demonstrate that the figure-eight accumulates earlier than transposon circles after transposase induction and disappears before circles after inhibition of transposase expression, raising the possibility that the figure-eight molecules are precursors to the circles. Therefore, IS911 excision as a circle may not occur by double-strand cleavage leading to its prior separation from the vector backbone in a linear form but could proceed by consecutive circularization of each strand.